
Framework Architecture
The figure gives an overview over the framework architecture 
and provides a logical separation in different modules. Along 
with the graphics, we provide an architecture description of 
the whole system and a detail view of  the major backend 
modules.
The example XML documents provide insights into the 
principal communication interfaces involved. Follow the 
numbers to get an idea how  a context sceanrio works.

When an entity starts up, its container
loads all attributes, specified in its inventory 
configuration file: 

Context Awareness in Mobile 
Ad-Hoc Communication Scenarios

The SILICON Framework provides an abstract software layer for modeling of interactions in 
complex ad-hoc communication scenarios, among heterogenous objects (entities). 

The framework increasingly speeds up the software design for interacting sensor and actuator 
scenarios. With a platform independent configuration set, it is possible to launch complete ad-hoc 
entity interaction scenarios. The configuration includes interpreted context rules, which control the 
control and data flow inside a context aware scenario. These context rules are written in a specific 
syntax and can also be deployed while scenario runtime. 

Entities, within a context aware scenario, are handled in a fully distributed, independent way. They 
contain their own logic module,  tranport module and a set of attributes in order to accomplish the 
requirements needed in peer-to-peer environments.

Dynamic entity and attribute loading or delivery, enables  dynamic upgrade of object capabilities 
and extension of running context aware scenarios.      

Functionality Illustration

The context container itselve uses a configuration 
file to check which transport layer should be used 
and which data format: 

GUI representation of entity 
“Ambulance_Munic_00” after start up: 

GUI representation of attribute Map
on entity Ambulance_Munic_00: 

The picture above shows, how a 
context container is able to load 
all its entities and attributes, 
either over network or from the 
local file system:
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2)

3)
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4) Every entity contains its own interpreter, which is 
responsible for accepting and processing of incoming and 
outgoing context events. Therefore a set of context rules 
provide the basic functionality of the context scenario. 
Additional rules can be loaded at runtime, to change the 
scenario behaviour.  

rules {
long gx = 40;
long gy = 40;

on Jonathen_Heart.AlarmButton:Alarm () {
Dispatcher.Map:drawObject ( "Jonathen_Heart", "heart.gif", gx, gy );

   Dispatcher.Map:findObject("Jonathen_Heart");
}

on Jonathen_Heart.RFID:TagAppeared ( string id ) {
LaptopContainer.RFIDResolver:resolveRfid ( id );

}

on Jonathen_Heart.RFID:positionResolved ( string ident, long x, long y ) {
gx = x;
gy = y;
Jonathen_Heart.Map:drawObject ( ident, "patient.gif", x, y );

}
}

5)
With the modeling of a complex emergency scenario, we 
try to show the flexibility of our SILICON Framework. 
Many different roles inside the emergency scenario where 
modeled (Dispatcher, Hospital, Patient, Ambulances, 
Doctors, Specialists, ...).
The application flow was designed by context rules as 
follows:

Ambulance cars resolve their position on the scenario 
map.

Doctors resolve their position on the scenario map.

The emergency dispatcher is able to see all ambulance 
cars and doctors on the map.

The heart patient resolves its position on the map, but 
does not share this information with anyone else.

The patients heart monitor encounters a problem and 
calls the emergency dispatcher.

The emergency dispatcher gets the alarm call from the 
heart patient and his position on the map.

At the same time the emergency dispatcher gets a 
suggestion who is the nearest doctor and which is the 
nearest emergency car (assumption they are not busy).

The dispatcher calls a doctor and an ambulance car 
from its list of entities.

Both, the doctor and the ambulance have to accept or 
deny the dispatchers call.

The ambulance car gets the patient and the doctor and 
travels to the hospital (which has been informed 
before). 

At the hospital the patient is unloaded and both, the 
doctor and the ambulance are now free for future 
emergency calls. 
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ContextWare



Routing of context information
An effective use of context information is possible, if a highly 
dynamic routing of this information between different 
applications is possible. For example the use of spoken 
commands on a handheld, to control environmental settings 
(light, beamers, ...)

Entity Representation
A generic representation of context aware entities, assures 
that all kinds of objects can be involved in a context aware 
scenario. Entities are containers that are able to contain a set 
of entity specific attributes.  

Entity Lookup and Classification
Unknown entities, that appear in a context aware scenario, 
can be  classified with roles by the use of templates. The 
lookup attribute identifies new entities and compares them 
with the available set of templates. Therefore an entity is able 
to act in more than one role.
For context aware applications it is necessary to know what 
role an unknown entity plays in a scenario. Is it a person thing 
or place, or a combination of more than one role (e.g. a car is a 
place and a thing)Dynamic Interaction

To enable the dynamic interaction between entities, actually 
among the attributes inside the entities, it is necessary to 
deploy certain interaction rules.These rules can be added or 
changed dynamicly at runtime. Context rules implicitly control 
the basic interaction in a context aware scenario. 

XML Configuration
With a XML based configuration syntax, it is possible to 
configure context aware scenarios without writing a single line 
of compiled program code. Furthermore predefined attributes 
can easily reused in individual scenarios.  
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Dynamic Attribute and Entity 
Loading
Dynamic attribute and entity loading provides a 
flexible way, to host non digital entities on digital 
devices. It is also possible to remotely load new 
attributes in an entity container, to extend the 
given functionality.
I could, for example, load an ICQAttribute to my 
colleques container in order to communicate 
with him over ICQ.    
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Context Sensing
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Awareness ... 

“...  an understanding of the activities 
of others, which provides a context 
for your own activities.“        [Dourish, Bellotti]

Sensors 

Actuators 

ContextWare Concepts

Context ...

“  ... is any information that can
be used to characterize the situation
of an entity. An entity is a person, 
place, or object that is considered 
relevant to the interaction between
a user and an application...”   [Dey 2000]
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